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I.

SUMMARY
ANDRECOIMENDATIONS

1.
During the last decade, Colombian industrial
development has been
quite successful
in terms of growth of output,
employment, and exports of
manufactured
products.
Since 1980 however, various external
and internal
factors
have been slowing down development.
Thus, it appears an opportune
moment to assess industrial
strategy
for the decade of the 1980s.
The
Industrial
Sector Mission that visited
Colombia in August/September
1981
focussed principally
on:
(a)

reviewing the manufacturing
sector's
problems and
prospects,
with particular
emphasis on the current state
of international
competitiveness
of some major subsectors;

(b)

analyzing foreign trade
have on the performance

(c)

examining financial
financial
structure
enterprises;

(d)

identifying
technical
and financial
measures to improve
the manufacturing
sector's
performance in the years to
Come.

policies
and, the impact they
of the manuf acturing
sector;

policies
and thEir relation
and needs of marLufacturing

to the

The mission's
review was concerned particularly
with the relationship
between
changes in the external
sector incentive
framework and their impact on
manufacturing
sector development.
In addition.,
an attempt was made to
analyze the fiLnancial structure
of firms in manufacturing
and to evaluate
the
impact of recent financial
sector reforms on industrial
financing
and on
investment.
Subsector analysis
concentrated
on two branches wh:ich were among
those most affected
by the changes in the export incentive
system and the
move toward imnport liberalization,
viz. textiles
and garments, and the
metal-mechanical
industries.
2.
The report explores
the links between foreign trade incentives
and
major variables
in the manufacturing
sector:
output,
prices,
exports and
employment.
It finds that changes in these variables
have been significantly
influenced
by Colombia's foreign trade strategy,
and it suggests that
improvements iin trade policies
should lead to improvements in manufacturing
sector performance.
The manufacturing
sector has generally
been able to
maintain its iinternational
competitiveness
in operational
terms during the
late 1970s, suggesting
that further
import liberalization
can be undertaken
with some conf-idence provided that an appropriate
exchange rate regime
prevails.
Analysis of two principal
subsectors
which have already faced
strong competition
from imports supports this view.
3.
The recent slowdown in growth and the accompanying difficulties
encountered
by the sector have led to renewed protection
measures and
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increased credit at below market rates. While a more inward-lookingpolicy
with increasedinterventionsmight help to stimulateproductionin the short
run, it is suggestedthat a more forcefulorientationtowards an open economy
is desirablefrom the medium and long-runperspective. In order to achieve
higher growth, enlarge employmentopportunities,and stabilizeexport earnings, the general recommendationof the mission is to remove progressively
the most importantdistortionsin trade and financialsystems as part of a
carefullyphased medium-termprogram. More specifically,the report
suggests:
(i)

to give greater incentivesto exportingvia maintenance of a real
effectiveexchangerate, which makes manufacturedexportsmore
profitablethan currently. This policy is even more necessary than
in the early 1970s, given the changing conditionsin international
markets and the prevailingrecessionaryconditions. The changing
compositionof manufacturedexports regarding subsectorsand
countries of destinationas well as the difficultyof predicting
future exports suggest that concentratingon specific export
incentiveswould be less effective than maintainingon a favorable
exchange rate (paras. 22-24, 31-34).

(ii)

to expand imports along with exports, in order to limit inflation
and to take full advantageof specialization. This would require
rationalizingimport protectionby gradually loweringtariffs on
most consumergoods, while raising the effective protectionon
capital goods by reducing the numerous special exemptionsfrom
tariffs. More importantly,it would require a renewed attempt to
liberalizethe prior licensingprocess. This rationalization
process would be facilitatedby a more favorable real exchange
rate. Evidence from the recent import liberalizationattempts
points towards a positive impact, in terms of increasedoutput and
lower inflation,on those sectors where imports enteredmore freely
(paras. 28-30, 35-36).

(iii) to follow through with a more outward directed policy within the
Andean Common Market; this would be in line with Colombia'srecent
attempts to set the integrationmovement on a new course. Colombia
has
the

greatly
increased
expansion
of its

trade with
manufactured

its Andean Group neighbors,
but
exports
appears
to be largely

unrelated
to the specifictrade preferencesof the Andean Common
Market. Since regulationsfor foreign investmentand integrated
industriesseem to have had a dampeningeffect on industrial
investmentand output, the report suggeststhat current
regulationsbe revised and that greater private sector participation be stressed in new directivesfor regionaldevelopment
(paras. 25-26).
(iv) to relax limitationson external capital inflows and to reduce
forced investmentsand reserve requirementsof the financialsystem
in order to lower interestrates. To dampen potentialinflationary
consequencesof these measures, import restrictionsmust be eased
and the fiscal deficit controlled(paras. 51-52).
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(v)

to consider the gradual phaseoutof the subsidy elements of the
special lines of credit, since their impact on industrialconcentration seems to be significant. It would also be beneficialto
adjust the corporateaccountingand tax systems to recognizemore
fully the role of inflationand reduce distortions(paras. 48, 53).

The proposed
measures
are likely
to: (a) stimuLate
relatively
more labor
intensive
industries
and with it increase
employment
in manufacturing
and
related
sectors;
(b) reduce
inflation
through
enforcing
increased
competition

in highly protected sectors;(c) diversify the export base of the country and
with it stabilizeexport receiptsand expand ilts import capacity;and (d)
help to increase the GNP growth rate above whal:it otherwisewould be.
While a detailed projectionof the recommendedpolicies'results will require
more informationthan that examinedin this report, there is a strong
presumptionthat reverting to protectionismwi;Llhave a negative impact on
the major macroeconomicand sectoralvariables.
4.
Implementationof the various recommendationsmade in this report
will require careful planning and phasing in view of their macroeconomic
significanceand interrelationships.While the recommendationsin organization and proceduralareas, such as the streamliningof the import drawback
mechanism and adjustmentin accountingprocedures,could be implemented
quickly, the major recommendationswill need to be implementedprogressively
over two to three years, followingextensiveconsultationsamong the
different branches of Governmentand the private sector. The phasing of the
external tariff simplificationand unificationprogram is of special
importance. Removal of the anti-exportbias of Colombianmanufacturing
requiresa careful coordinationof exchangerate, export promotionand import
liberalizationmeasures. Similarly,the remova.lof distortionsin financial
markets as they affect industrialactivitieshave to be introducedin
sequence

and in

II.

A.

Patterns

coordination

with

the

trade

policies.

FOREIGN TRADE INCENTIVES AND MJOR

of Trade

and

Industrial

SECTOR VARIABLES

Growth

5.
In the last
20 years,
Colombia has
predominantly
rural
and agricultural
economy

been transformed
from a
to a more urbanized
and

industrializedeconomy,with a labor force which is increasinglyemployedin
servicesand manufacturingactivities. Interdependencehas growl between
Colombia and the fully industrializedcenters of the world economy, and it is
increasingwith the neighboringcountriesof the Andean region. While economic growth has fluctuatedover the last 30 years, it has general:Ly
been
strong, averaging about 5% p.a. in real terms. Manufacturinghas been one of
the leading sectors, with its rate of growth consistantlyoutpaci.ng
GDP
growth by approximately1% per year since 1950.
6.
Since!import substitutionand export promotion policieshave had a
major impact olnpromotingthe manufacturingsectors in developingcountries,
researchershave attempted to measure the contributionof each st:rategyto
economic growth and employment. Table 1 links the growth in the Colombian
manufacturingsector for the 1953-79period to the various sources
of demand
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changes. 1/ Up to 1967 Colombia pursued an import substituting growth
strategy (ISI), with the ratio of industrial imports to gross output falling
continuously. As is usually the case, most of the measured growth occurred
in the early years, when increased local production in such traditional ISI
type investments as steel and chemicals came on stream at protection inflated
prices. Over the latter portion of the period (1963-67), import substitution
slowed substantially in the manufacturing sector, although the foreign
exchange crises of 1965 and 1967 and their accompanying quantitative
restrictions produced a further decline in the ratio of total imports to
GDP. The easy stage of import substitution had passed, with capital and
import intensive sectors dominating an industrial development suffering from
foreign exchange scarcity. The fall in coffee exports also depressed the
domestic demand, which, together with lack of inputs, generated excess
capacity in industry. This latter stage of the import substitution strategy
coincided with the lowest average rate of aggregate growth between 1953 and
1980.
Table 1:

SOURCES OF INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT GROWTH

1950-66
Real Annual Growth in Manufacturing
Value Added
6.2
Percent Growth due to Import Substitution
22
Percent Growth due to Export Diversification 7
Percent Growth due to Domestic Demand
Expansion
60
Change in Input-Output Coefficients
11

1974-79

1967-74

6.4
2
4

7.6
-4
10

)
)

94

)
)

94

SOURCE: H.B. Chenery, Interactions between Industrialization and Exports,
American Economic Review (May 1980) and Table 8, Vol. II.

7.
In contrast to the early 1960s imports grew faster than domestic
output during 1967-74. Thus, import substitution's contribution to growth
became negative for the economy as a whole as well as for the manufacturing
sector.
The most striking characteristic was however the rapid growth of
exports. Stimulated by favorable world economic conditions and a number cf
monetary and fiscal incentives, as well as a more realistic exchange rate
policy, export growth accounted for an increased fraction of growth in
domestic output. Manufactured exports rose from US$25 million in 1967 to
US$400 million in 1974, climbing rapidly from 3% of industrial production in
1970-71 to close to 10% in the mid-1970s. While less important than the
strong expansion of internal demand, exports of manufactured goods were a
driving force behind the high rate of industrial growth, which averaged 7.6%
between 1967 and 1974. At the same time, manufacturing firms increased
employment by over 20,000 per year, increases many of which were created in
the export intensive branches of industry.

1/

For an explanation of the analysis and a more complete discussion, see
Vol. II, Chapter III.
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8.
The export drive lost much of its impetus after 1974.
Manufacturingexports expandedmodestly,with both their share in world
exports and GDP declining from the peak reached in 1974. At the same time
imports of indiustrial
goods were held down--atleast until 1979--withtheir
nominal and riealshare declining as a percentageof GDP. Manufacturing
output nonethelesscontinued to grow at an average of 5.5% between 1975 and
1980. This was made possibleby the rise in coffee prices, and to a lesser
extent by the drug boom, which stimulateddomestic demand in a captivemarket
between 1976 and 1980. While gains in output growth, improvementsin real
wages, and reLativelylow unemploymentwere positivesigns, the rate at which
the manufacturingsector generatednew jobs in 1975-79was only about half of
that during 1970-74.
9.
In early 1980, the economy began to slow down. The fall in export
growth and high interestrates lowered the growth in real aggregate demand
and forced the manufacturingsector to contract. Sluggishaggregatedemand
led industrialenterprisesto reduce capacityutilizationby 10 percentage
points, renderingnew investmentunprofitable. More recently,high interest
rates and low profitabilityhave also added to industry'srelucl:ance
to
undertake investments. Foreign investment,which had contributed
significantlyto the import substitutionphase of industrializal:ion
in the
1950s and 1960s, had already slowed down in the 1970s. Even the increased
foreign investmentapplicationsduring 1979/80 barely went beyond the needs
for maintainingthe real value of the capital stock.
10.
Struck by the first serious recessionin over 15 years, the
manufacturingsector as a whole and a number of importantbranchesin
particularhave requested and receivedhigher protectionand favorable
credit conditions. During the first semesterof 1982, the most important
trade and financialmeasures included the complete prohibitionof textile
imports and the opening of new credit lines at below market interestrates
for capital goods. Currently,an increasednumber of imports are shifted
from free to previouslicense, and import tariffs are to be raised by 20%.
While it is too early to measure the impact of these policies, it can be
expected that they will be of some benefit to industrialproducers in the
short run. On the other hand, it is likely that they will also have an
inflationaryeffect on the economy. In the medium run, even the positive
effects can be expected to disappear,once the distortionaryeffects of
increasedprotectionand credit subsidizationdivert significant:
amounts of
resources from the rest of the economy.
B. The Foreign Trade IncentiveFramework
11.
Colombianimports have been restrictedby a combinaticin
of selective licensing,tariffs,prior deposits and exchange controls. The prior
license has remainedthe most importantform of protection. Until 1981 the
percentageof tariff code classificationssubject to licensingwas steadily
falling from over 95% in 1971 to 66% in 1975 and to about 31% in 1980. Prior
licenses continuedto be used for some agriculturalproducts and.to protect
the textile and wood products industry. Although almost 90% of requests for
permissionto import were approved in 1980, the likelihoodof being rejected

for such reasons as overly high prices (possibleoverinvoicing),overly low
prices (dumping),or excessiverequests relativeto historic levels of
imports or to local supplies,inhibitedmany potential imports. Nominal
Colombiantariffs averaged 26% (unweighted)following the revisionof
protectionin mid-1979, accordingto the most recent estimates. This average
level was close to the Andean Pact's common minimum tariff, which has not
presented a barrier to cuts. The tariff scheduleshowed substantial
dispersionaround the average,the standarddeviationwas 17.7%, and the
distributionwas skewed toward higher levels, with some tariffs being as high
as 150%. In addition to tariffs,imports were subject to prior deposits
(consumergoods and inputs)and to a 5% fee to finance PROEXPO loans. The
rise in this fee offset much of the cut in average tariffs between 1970 and
1980.
12.
No current study is availableof effectiveprotectionestimates
based on comparisonsof local and world prices of importables. Using only
the legal import tariffs and the input-outputtables, average (unweighted)
effectiveprotectionwas computedto be 44% in the second semesterof 1979.
The standarddeviationwas 40% and the distributionwas sharply skewed, with
maximum rates of 400% and minimum rates of -46%. The highest nominal and
effectiverates apply to consumergoods and transportequipment,with average
effectiverates of protectionbeing more than double the nominal rates (see
Table 2). Average effective rates are 30% to 50% higher than nominal rates in
other industrialsectors. The consumergoods sector is also subject to prior
deposits,which are not includedin these estimatesof effectiveprotection.
While the machinery sector shows the next highest effective rates, the
estimateneglects the Global License Facilityand public sector purchases,
which allow imports of capital goods at only a 5%, or even a zero, nominal
tariff rate. Mission estimates indicatethat the machinery sector faces mxLch
more internationalcompetitionthan implied by Table 2; in some cases it
experiencesnegative effectiveprotection(see Vol. II. Chapter III).
Finally,primary products are shown to have the lowest nominal and effective
rates of protection,althoughdirect price estimates for a few products
indicatethat their actual protectionwas quite high because of the effect of
prior licenses.
Table 2: IMPORT PROTECTIONOF MANUFACTURING1975 AND 1979
Nominal Protection Effective Protection Items Under
Prior License

1975
%

Primary Products
19
ConsumerGoods
47
IntermediateProducts 24
Machinery
28
TransportEquipment 40
All Imports
36

1979

1979

1975 a/ 1979

%

%

%

0'

15
39
20
27
34
26

24
81
29
39
75
44

53
48
43
66
89
66

20
49
18
30
91
40

a/ Informationof first three items under prior license are for 1978.
SOURCE: StatisticalAppendix, Table 12.
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13.
In order to lower inflationarypressures,which began in the early
1970s and became strongerwith the export and foreign exchange surplus after
1974, successivegovernmentshave started rather hesitantlyto open up the
economy to internationalcompetition. On average,nominal and effective
protectiondeclinedafter 1975, although these cuts were partiaLly offset by
the rise in PROEXPO fees and the re-impositionof prior deposit:s. The
percentageof imports on the free list rose after 1974, the delays in
respondingto import requestswere cut, and the proportionsof approved
requests for licensed importswere maintainedat roughly 90% of applications. Prior deposits,which were cut in early 1982, already had a lower
average cost in the second half of the seventies than in the first half.
However, the average ratio of legal imports to GDP was actuallylower in
1975-79 than in 1970-74,and rates of effectiveprotectionare still uneven,
with a number of consumergoods enjoying rates of 60% or more, while many
capital goods suffer from negativeeffective rates of protection.
14.
In [980, imports did rise sharply as a percentageof GDP, but 70%
of the increasewas composedof petroleum and petroleumproducts, capital
goods, and transport equipment. Increasedworld prices and subsidized
internalprices combinedto raise petroleumimports;governmentimports under
the Public InvestmentPlan (PIN) and the use of the Global License Facility,
particularlyby petroleum companies,increaseddemand for foreignmachinery
and equipment,a liberal interpretationof import prohibitionsby INCOMEX
temporarilyaLlowed vehicles to enter the country. Some of the 1980 rise in
importsmay also have resulted from speculationthat the liberal treatmentof
requests for iimportsand the favorableexchange rate would soon end because
of the unfavorablecurrent account. Thus, most of the recent increasein
imports has been due to special factors and policies,which have already
been reversed,,
and to specifictypes of liberalizations,
usually in areas
which do not competewith imports.
15.
Colombia'sshift from import substitutionto export promotion in
the late 1960s was stimulatedby various policiesand incentives,including
tax rebates (CAT), import drawbacks (Plan Vallejo), low interest,rate credit,
and most importantly,a crawlingpeg system for the exchangerate. The CAT
is a tax certificatevalued at a given percentageof the value of exports
that is issuecl to the exporter,
who may sell it at a market-determined
discount rate on the stock exchanges or use it to pay domestic taxe!s and duties
at maturity. The cash value of the incentive is determinedby t:hepercentage
of export value granted as CAT, the market discountrate, and the marginal
tax rate of the owner. As the total volume of CATs cost the Treasury about
US$90 million in 1974, the tax rebate was reduced from 15% of export value to
1% for most agriculturaland mining products, 5% for a large portion of
industrialproducts, and to 7% for other nontraditionalproducts, leading to
a weighted average CAT for all nontraditionalexports of about 3.9% of export
value during 1975 and 1976. In 1977 and 1978, the CATs were raised in an
attempt to compensatefor the lagging exchange rate devaluation,and four
differentrates were established,with some industrialproducts receiving
12%. Between 1977 and 1981, further changes oE CAT percentageswere implemented, which raised the weighted average CAT to 7% with some industrial
productsreceiving 12% of export value. FinalLy in 1982, CATs for
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agricultural products were raised significantly to compensate for low
international prices. As a consequence, the average weighted export tax
incentive was about 11% for all nontraditional export products in late
1982. 2/
16.
A number of reasons for the implementation of the above changes in
the level and structure of CATs have been given by the authorities. These
reasons have changed over time and have not always been consistent with each
other or with the actual CAT system. The most important reason for the
introduction of CATs was the objective of providing exports with an overall
compensation for an overvalued exchange rate; consequently, an across-the-board CAT was established for all nontraditional exports. The drastic reduction in CAT rates in 1974, on the other hand, was based on the objective of
reducing the budget deficit. After 1974, the strong differentiation of CAT
percentages and their frequent changes reflect the desire to use the CATs as
a more finely tuned instrument of export promotion. The authorities
attempted to stimulate exports with high domestic value added, labor intenrsive exports, and products coming from less developed regions of the country;
on the other hand, exports with insufficient or variable domestic supply or
with good potential in foreign markets were granted a low CAT.
17.
When the CAT incentives were curtailed in 1974, the supply of subsidized export credit from PROEXPO was expanded, and new credit lines were
added. Between 1974 and 1978 credits to industrial exports rose from US$101
million (26% coverage) to US$416 million (78% coverage). The expansion of
PROEXPO credit was made possible by increasing the import surcharge from 1.5%
to 5%, representing about 20% of total tariff revenues. Export credits are
granted through three major lines, including short and medium-term preshipment credit in national currency established in 1972 and 1974, and a
short-term post-shipment credit line in US dollars that was established in
1975. The increasing coverage of PROEXPO credit has provided liberal provision of export credit financing. While the authorities' monetary policy has
aimed at restricting the expansion of domestic credit since inflation acceLerated in 1967-77, the increasing availability of credit from PROEXPO contributed to relieve the tight credit situation faced by the industrial sector.
As the authorities consciously attempted to compensate for the lagging
exchange rate movement with more favorable lending terms, the differential
between PROEXPO interest rates and the interest rates charged by commercial
banks have become wider. In 1980, the level of the PROEXPO credit subsidy
reached 7.5 cents for every dollar of exports. Since the subsectoral distribution of PROEXPO credit was quite similar to the actual percentage composition of exports by product categories, the interest rate subsidy operated as
an across-the-board incentive.
18.
The import duty drawback system known as Plan Vallejo constitutes
the oldest instrument of export promotion for manufactured exports. Under
this scheme, export manufacturers establish contracts with the Goverment Eor

2/

For a detailed analysis of these and other export incentives see Vol. II,
Chapter I.
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the import of inputs and machinery free of import duties and ot'herimport
charges. Nearly half of all nontraditional exports in 1977-78 benefited from
duty-free imports under Plan Vallejo, compared to a little over one-third in
1974-75. By providing access to inputs at international prices, Plan Vallejo
reduces the costs of exporting enterprises that might otherwise be forced to
use domestically produced inputs at higher prices. It is estimated that the
cost reduction achieved by Plan Vallejo users during the period 1972-76
averaged about 6.5 cents per dollar of exports. Given the recent differences
in external and domestic price trends, it is likely that the cost reduction
in later years was somewhat higher. Plan Vallejo has thus provided a benefit
to nontraditional exports by reducing the disincentives inherent in the
import protection system. Moreover, the benef'itsprovided under Plan Vallejo
have been quite stable over time. However, the complicated administrative
procedures involved have tended to favor large enterprises, and the delays
inherent in the scheme have reduced its value to exporters.
19.
Nominal exchange rates are usually changed when domestic and international infliationrates differ significantly. This has been the case in
Colombia for many years. When examining movemtentsin the real exchange rate,
which measures the extent to which the rate of devaluation of the peso has
offset the difference between the rate of increase of prices in Colombia and
abroad, two different sets of data are usually calculated in CoLombia:
peso-US dollar, and peso-weighted average-basket-of-currencies
("peso-weighted average"). The real peso-dollar exchange rate rose consistently from 1967 through 1971, fluctuated around the 1971 level in 1972-75,
and then fell by 20-25% in 1976-81, with the largest single decLine (15-16%)
occurring in 1977. The relationship between the Colombian peso and a basket
of foreign currencies showed a similar trend, although the increasing
exchange rate fluctuations among major currencies caused annual differences
to widen. During 1967-72, the real peso-weighted average exchange rate rose
continuously and reached a peak in 1975-76, but then declined until June
1981, when it was 13% below what it had been in 1971, and 20% below what it
had been in 1975.
20.
The computation of the effective value of fiscal and credit export
incentives (CAT + PROEXPO credit) is presented in Graph 1, which indicates
their increasiLngimportance since the mid-1970s (from 12% to 20%'of export
revenues between 1975 and 1980). At the same time Colombia's real exchange
rate fell by about 20%, after it had climbed steadily during the late sixties
and early seventies. Fiscal and credit incentives as well as the real
exchange rate increments are combined in the index of the real effective
exchange rate. That index fluctuated less because of the counterbalancing
movements of exchange rate and fiscal-credit policies. Nevertheless, its
1980 level was more than 5% below the 1975-76 level, and by mid--1981 it had
fallen to 10% below the earlier peak. Moreover, the increased use of the
fiscal and credit incentives had the potential to accelerate iniflationand to
invite countervailing measures from abroad.
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Export Development:Structureand Responseto Incentives

21.
Colombia'sexports of manufacturedgoods in dollar terms increased
almost sevenfold during 1970-75,but less than doubled during 1975-79. While
export growth of manufacturesfrom other developingcountries also slowed
down during t'hesecond part of the seventies,some of them realizedsubstantially higher rates of expansionof sales in externalmarkets. Manufactured
Hong Kong and Singapore)
exports of some East Asian countries (Korea, l'aiwan,
experiencedaverage annual growth rates of 35% between 1970-75 and 15% in the
1975-80 period in real terms. In contrast,Colombia'sannual exports of
manufacturesincreasedby 17% in real terms during 1970-75,but rose by only
4% a year between 1975 and 1980. The growth and subsequentstagnationof
Colombia'smanufacturedexports are reflected in a number of ratios. Manufactured exports rose from around 3% of industrialoutput in 1970-71 to about
10% in 1974-75,but then graduallydeclined to about 7% in 1980. As a
percentageof GDP, they rose from about 1.4% during 1970-71 to about 5% in
1974-75,but then declined graduallyto about 3.6% in 1980. Similarly,
Colombia'sshare of total LDC manufacturedexports rose from 0.69% in 1971 to
0.88% in 1973, but then fell back slightlyto 0.85% in 1975-77 and 0.75% in
1978-79.
22.
Statisticalanalysis indicates that there was a strong positive
correlationbatween the improvementsof Colombia'sreal effective exchange
rate and manufacturingexport growth between ]967 and 1974. W'henthe real
effectiveexclhangerate declinedin the mid-1970s the value of real manufactures exportedialso fell. The relationshipbetween export performanceand
exchangerate policy is more difficult to trace after 1978. Paradoxically,
manufacturingexports reached their highest le!velin 1979, at the same time
as the index of the real effectiveexchangerate fell. When export incentives improved in 1980, real export revenues declined. In part, this
contradictorybehavior can be explainedby fictitiousexports,which
industrialist;undertook to import or repatriatecapital in 1979. If
registeredrather than customs reported exports are considered,the relationship between exports and the real effective exchange rate shows a continuation of the positive correlationtrend, with the export-outputratio for
1979-80being approximatelythree percentagepoints below the same ratio in
1974-75at the same time as the real effective exchange rate index fell by
approximately8%, as illustratedin Graph 2.
23.
The impact of changingtrade incentiveson the pattern and destination of Colombian exports is less visible. Venezuela has becomeathe most
importantmarlcetfor Colombia'smanufacturedproducts. That country,with a
comparativelylimited size but relativelyhigb per capita incomeanow takes
about 40-50% of Colombia'stotal industrialexports. Total offLcial
industrialexports to Venezuela increased frontUS$4 million in 1970 to US$281
million in 1980. Four sectors--textilesand clothing,metal manufactures,
transportequJipment
and cement--haveconsistentlymade up about half of these
exports,with the other half spread quite widely across the industrial
spectrum. The main reasons behind the growth of manufacturedexports to
Venezuelawere the rapid rise of Venezuelanincomes (betweenthe oil price
increasesof 1973-74 and the price stabilizationattempt in 1980-81),and the
emergence of the Margarita Islands since 1975 as an important Venezuelanfree
port. After Venezuela,the second most importantmarket for CoLombia's
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GRAPH 2
REAL EFFECTIVE EXCHANGE RATE INDEX AND
MANUFACTURING EXPORT INDICATORS
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manufactured exports is the United States, which took 21% of official
manufactured exports in 1977. Colombia's manufactured exports to the U.S.
are highly concentrated: few items, such as non-metallic mineral products
followed by clothing, yarns and fabrics as well as leather goods, suitcases
and bags, accounted for 60-65% of total manufactured exports in 1970 and
1974, and for three-quarters of such exports during 1978-79. Exports to
each, the Andean Group (except Venezuela), Central America, the Caribbean,
and the E.E.C. are of equal importance as markets for Colombia's manufactured
exports after Venezuela and the U.S. This diverse group of countries tend to
take 10-15% each of such exports, with the rest of Latin America taking most
of the remaining 5%.
24.
While exports to neighboring markets tend to be more capital and
skill intensive, Colombia has exported relatively labor intensive goods to
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the U.S. and the E.E.C during the 1970s.
Exports to the other Latin American
nations are concentrated
in chemicals,
metal products,
and non-metallic
minerals,
whereas the U.S. and E.E.C. markets are of major importance for
and clothing.
The trend is also
leather
goods and shoes, as well as textiles
visible
on an intra-industry
basis.
Clothing exports to the U.S. and the
E.E.C. tend to be made to buyers'
specifications
and sometimes require only
low cost labor, whereas exports of clothing
to neighboring
markets are mostly
to Colombian manufacturers'
designs and specifications
and include all phases
of the operation.
More recently,
Colombia also has been exporting
some more
capital
intensive
items to the advanced countries,
including
yarn, fabrics
and some paper and paper products;
thus, the export diversification
is moving
beyond the stage of specialization
in natural
resource and labor intensive
products.
In view of the weakening of the Venezuelan market, which has been
consuming almost half of Colombia's manufactured
exports,
further
efforts
in
export market diversification
appear to be desireable.
25.
An important issue regarding
Colombia's diversification
of manufactured exports relates
to the effects
of the ArLdean CommonMarket (ACM).3 /
A recent study undertaken
by Colombia's Planning Department showed that
Colombia appears to have been the principal
beneficiary
of liberalization
policies,
with its exports to ACMcountries
rising
from US$51.9 million to
US$652.7 million between 1970 and 1979, with imports from those countries
increasing
even faster
from US$17.8 million
tc US$174.5 million.
But while
the increase
in Colombian imports from other ACMcountries
is largely
attributable to the preference
given to them, Colombian exports to ACMcountries
preference
(Graph 3).
Thus, Colombian exports to ACM
received very little
countries
can be attributed
mainly to their proximity,
general
export
promotion policies,
and the rapid rise in per capita incomes and increasing
of the exchange rates in Venezuela and--until
recently--in
overvaluation
Ecuador.
26.
The Andean Pact countries
have been and are expected to remain an
important market for Colombian manufactured
pr oducts.
This explains
in great
part why Colombia actively
participates
in a nmulti-country
market agreement,
which has been firmly committed to an import substitution
strategy.
There is
now a growing awareness of the costs to each country of buying high priced
goods from its ACMpartners,
rather than importing cheaper prodacts
from
third countries.
In the November 1981 meeting of ACMMinisters
of Industry,
Colombia asked the other members to face up tcothese problems and set the
Andean Group on a new course, which would consist of the following
changes:
(a) increased
emphasis on export promotion; (bi) adjustments
in existing
Industrial
Programs; (c) additional
trade liberalization
and decreased
emphasis on industrial
programming; (d) renewed efforts
to achieve a common
external
tariff;
and (e) less discrimination
against
agriculture
and mining.

3/

The Andean Group was formed by Bolivia,
Peru

in

1968.

Venezuela

joined

in

1971,

Chile,

Colombia,

and Chile

more detailed
analysis
of the Andean Market
separate
mission of the World Bank.

Ecuador,

withdrew

is currently

in

and

1974.

undertaken

A

by a
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D.

Foreign Trade Incentives,IndustrialDeveLopmentand Policy Options

27.
While it is not too difficultto trace the impact of the import
substitutionstrategyand the move toward export promotion on industrial
imports and exports, industrialoutput and employmentdepend on many more
variables than foreign trade strategies. This is particularlytrue for a
country in which exports and imports are less than 25% of GDP and where the
exports of the manufacturingsector, while reachingover 30% of total
exports, averagedonly 10% of total industrialproductionduring their best
years. Nevertheless,it seems that Colombianmanufacturingdevelopmentin
general and that sector'semploymentgrowth il particularwent through
differentdevelopmentstages,which correspondrather closely with changes in
trade strategies. These were discussedin paragraphs5 to 8. Graph 4
providesa summary review of these relationships,demonstratingthe substantial differencesin manufacturingexports and employmentgrowth during the
three different time periods. During the last:seven years of the import
substitutionperiod (1960-67),manufacturingexports hardly grew. Only 4,300
jobs per year were created in manufacturingduring that time. Those developments contrastedwith the growth pattern in 1967-74,a period which was
characterizedby strong export incentives. Not only did manufacturing
exports shoot up, manufacturingvalue added did better than during any other
period, and employmentgains were five times the earlier job increases.
However, once the boom of traditionaland illegal exports led to lower
incentivesfor nontraditionalexport products,manufacturingexport reacted
negatively,
output growth slowed down and the number of new jobs created fell
from 21,000 to less than 8,000.
In sum, there seemed to be a positive
response of the Colombianeconomy to export-orientedpolicies,creatinga
momentum for productionand employmentby manufacturing,which has not been
sustained in more recent years.
28.
During the second half of the 1970s and increasinglyasosince 1979,
Colombianpolicy makers have lowered import barriers. As a consequence,
import penetrationhas increasedin several irdustries. In genesral,it
seems, that the higher imports did not prevent growth from occurring,while
they did contributeto dampen price increasesduring the last fLve years.
Regressionanalysis suggeststhat monetary expansionand rises in the local
price of imports were the two principalfactors contributingto inflationin
1960-80,with weights of .7 and .3 respectively.4/ This analysis also shows
that the local prices of imports have been inverselyrelated to output growth
over the same period. Lowered protection,while perhaps hurting some
sectors,on balance seems to have lowered costs and inflation,without
reducingaggregategrowth of the Colombianeconomy.
At the industrylevel, a comparisonof seven major manufacturing
29.
sectors shows that those brancheswhich dependedmore heavily on import substitutionfor their expansionexperiencedlower than average growth and
4/ For a detailed analysisof this and the followingparagraphs,see
Vol. II, Chapter III.
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higher than average inflationduring 1974-79,while those sectorcs
experiencingsome increasesin import competitiondid well in terms of both,
output and relativeprice stability(Graph 5). For the most pa:rt,increased
imports did not competewith domesticproduction,although the statisticsdo
show output declinesin some of those brancheswhich have been affectedby
illegal imports. With annual contrabandimports of textiles,estimated to
have reached 15% to 20% of textile consumption.,
and large volumes of
electricalappliances,radios and TVs enteringColombia illegalLy,production
of textilesand electricalappliancesfell in 1980. However, the decline in
economic activityduring 1980-81was much more the result of a generalized
slowdown in aggregatedemand--partof which came from the decrease in all
types of exports,and part from attempts to restrainmoney supp:Lyand
credit--thanthe result of increasedimports. Moreover, some f:Lrmsreacted
to the increasedcompetitionof de facto liberalizationby modernizingplant
and equipment--returning
to a position
where t.hey can take advantage of
improvements 'in the domestic economy and sell in the world economy when
appropriate
incentives
are offered.
30.
The detailedanalysispresented in V'ol.II, Chapter I'IIof this
report suggests that the appropriate
policy for sustaining
a desirable
rate
of industrialgrowth in the medium run involves a reduction
and equalization
of protection,combinedwith a somewhat faster rate of devaluation. This
policy would reduce distortionsand provide generalizedIncentivesfor the
expansion of exports of labor intensivemanufacturesand for the production
of competitiveimport substitutes. The regressionanalysis indicatesthat
such a policy raised the growth rate significaLntly
in 1967-74. In contrast,
a policy of increasingprotectionand rapidly expanding credit is unlikelyto
'dea successfulapproachin the medium run. Restrainingimports will raise
their local prices and is likely to raise costs and prices in general,with
negative effects on growth. Increasingcredit.
more rapidly than import
prices will produce balance of paymentspressure and a rise in inflation.
The analysis indicatesthat resultinginflationwould equal the rate of
increasein prices of importsplus 70% of the amount by which t'hegrowth in
money supply exceeds that increase. In contrastthe output effect of such a
policy is likely to be small--lessthan 5% of the differencebetween the
growth of money supply and the increasein prices of imports, an effect which
disappearsin two to three years.
31.
The prospects for Colombia'sexports of manufacturedgoods depend
mainly on two factors: (a) the state of world demand, and (b) the present and
prospectivecompetitivenessof Colombia'sexports,includingbusinessmen's
perceptionsof the Government'sdeterminationto conduct policies favorable
to exports. At the current real effective exchangerate, much of exporting
5 / This iEsdemonstratedby the fact that
is a marginal activity in Colombia.
there are only a small number of firms that are either specializingin
5/ The treatmentof exportingas a marginalactivity also affects foreign
purchaserswho, sensing this type of behavrior,
are less inclinedto
repeat purchases(especiallyin the U.S.).
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GRAPH 5

IMPORT SUBSTITUTION, INFLATION AND
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production for export or are planning investments to ensure future
exports.
In order to stimulate renewed efforts in exporting nontraditional products,
it will be necessary to provide these incentives continously over a period of
years. The experience of the 1967-74 period suggests that only a stable
program will induce firms to make the investments in export-oriented plant
and equipment and in market penetration that will create a successful export
drive. The present depressed state of the world economy makes such a program
even more nec,essary,in order to prepare manufacturing firms for capturing
new parts of the international market during the recovery.
32.
Before discussing the issues which have to be resolved if the
policy framework for nontraditional exports is to be improved, one is tempted
to ask which exports could be expected to do exceptionally well, and how fast
they would grow if exporting were to be made profitable again. This is a
most difficult task, as the National Planning Department found out, when it
projected specific manufactured exports ten years ago. At that time it
seemed logica:Lto expect increases in exports of products based on natural
resources, particularly such agro-industrial products as solveni:coffee and
fruit juices, as well as wood and leather products. As it turned out, a
number of those products did well, but exports advanced much more rapidly in
fields which proved to be labor and/or skill intensive, rather than natural
resource intensive, including areas where there had been no previous export
experience at all.
33.
Exports did surprisingly well in textiles, cut flowers, dairy
products, chi:Ldren'sbooks, refrigerators and stoves, working g]oves, and
frozen shrimp. These developments had been completely unforeseen ten years
earlier. They occurred because of general incentives and increases in
incomes of Colombia's trading partners. The important point that emerges
from th:Lsexperience is that exports will do well if a good incentive framework is provided. Generalized incentives are more reliable thaniattempts to
stimulate part:icularlines by specific measures. One should not:prejudge
what is or what is not exportable.
34.
Since 1979, the Colombian authorities have broadly followed a
policy of adjusting the exchange rate periodically to compensate for the
difference between domestic and international inflation. However, the real
appreciation of the exchange rate, which occurred in 1975-77, was not
sufficiently compensated by fiscal and monetary incentives, and as a
consequence many export activities were unprofitable during the second half
of the 1970s.
With the return to dependence on coffee, the developments in
international coffee markets once more became the major preoccupation of
policy makers, Dependence on coffee (and possibly coal exports after the
mid-1980s) will only decline with the resumption of a push for nontraditional
exports through a more favorable incentive franework and with the establishment of more flexible regulations for domestic and foreign investment in new
branches with the capacity to compete successfully in international markets.
It is crucial that this policy entails a commitment to maintain a real effective exc:hangerate which makes exporting profitable, otherwise investments
will not be maLdewith a view to the export market. To achieve t:hatfavorable
real exchange rate it is not sufficient to merely adjust the nominal exchange
rate periodically.
Inflation must also be slowed until the desired real
rate is obtained.
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35.
In the short run, a policy of real devaluationcould be used to
revitalizethe manufacturingsector, increasingemploymentand taking
advantage of existingexcess capacity. However, once excess capacity is
utilized, the benefits to export promotionwill be limited without some
further attempts at import liberalization. If there is no relative rise in
imports as well as exports,then factors of productionwill have to remain in
home goods and import-competingproductionin order to satisfy consumer
demands. As a result, conflictingpulls on resourceswill develop, raising
factor costs and cutting off export expansionand the employmentand output
benefits of specialization. On the other hand, a policy of increasedimport
liberalizationcombinedwith greater stimulus to exports would allow Colombia
to reap the fruits of greater specialization. Factors of productioncould
then shift more forcefullyinto lines of comparativeadvantage. After a one
or two-year transitionperiod, lower capital-outputratios in exportswill
allow faster growth with the same level of saving.
36.
In the import liberalizationprocess,greater equalizationof
effectiveprotectionshould be the first priority. In order to rationalize
protection,it is necessary to examine the effectiveprotectionof individual
activitiesbased on price comparisons. While such a study is undertaken,
excess protectionon a number of activitiescould be removed immediately.
Lowering effectiveprotectionalso requiresrelaxing the import licensing
process. It is exactly here, where special interest groups have increased
their pressure recently,not only to maintain the current system, but to
shift large numbers of items back from the free to the prior license list and
from the prior license to the prohibitedlist. While it would seem advisable
to proceed cautiouslywith import liberalizationin a recessionary world
economy, the positive action of INCOMEX has been slowed down and partly
reversed in the recent past. To shift products to the free list only if
domesticproductionis insignificanthardly contributesto effective trade
liberalization. While the final aim must be to phase out the licensing
system altogether,one step in the near future should involve identification
of domesticmonopolieswhich could be disciplinedby increased foreign
competition.
37.
The purpose of this section has been to examine the impact of
foreign trade policies in general and exchange rate policies in particularon
manufacturingperformance. The review suggests that the stimulationof
manufacturingproductionand its exports cannot be expected to succeed
without maintaininga real effective exchangerate such as prevailed in the
early to mid-1970s. Regardlessof the value of the real exchange rate, there
is a need to rationalizethe currenlyinefficientstructure of protection..
In addition, the case for generalizedrather than specializedincentiveswill
remain strong. If the real exchange rate is permitted to become overvalued
in the future because of a surge in mining exports,a possible improvementin
coffee prices, and increaseddomestic oil production,Colombiamay in the
medium run face a similar dilemma that some oil rich countrieshave faced Ln
the recent past, i.e., overvaluationfor the exchangerate leading to
disinvestmentin nontraditionalagriculturaland industrialactivities. The
negative effects of such developmentsin terms of employmentand income
distributionand vulnerabilityto falls in commodityprices is already
apparent among some of Colombia'sneighbors.
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38.
The return to export orientation,accompaniedby cautiousbut continuous import liberalization,should be combinedwith increasedefforts to
promote technologicalinnovation,both in the productionand ma,rketing
processes. At this time, the public institutionsfor this purpose:
have
concentratedtheir efforts on developingnew agriculturalexports. In addition, joint ventureswith foreign partners should allow domesti.cindustries
the access to technologyand marketing know-how they need to penetrate
foreignmarkets. Subcontractingof parts to domestic firms is a promising
approach to c.ombinethe cost advantageof local producers with foreign technical and marketing know-how. Here, a revisionof the Andean Group foreign
investmentlaLwis in order to facilitatecreationof such export-oriented
joint ventures. Improvementof export-relatedinfrastructureremains also a
priority items. Ports and customs are still caused of frequent.delays and
high costs. Finally, the reallocationprocess on the goods side should be
accompaniedby the rationalizationand streamLiningof financia.l
markets, as
discussed in the next chapter.
III. FINANCIALPOLICIES ANDINDUSTRIALDEVELOPMENT
E.

Financial.

Policies,

Interest

Rates

and Resource

Mobilization

39.
Similar to the developments
in Colombia's goods sectors,
financial
and capitalmiarketswere subjected to many restrictions,which hampered their
ability to mobilize resourcesand to allocate them to the most productive
activitiesdttringthe 1950s and 1960s. Startingin 1967-68,a gradual
liberalizationprocess was set in motion, strengtheningthe rol.eof the
market in determininginterestrates and credit allocations. This process
included the start-up of the indexed housing financesystem (UFTAC)and
culminatedin the financialreforms of 1974-7.5,
which contained.
six major
elements, ranging from reductionsin reserve requirementsand a.diminished
role of the Banco de la Republica as a developmentbank to the freeing of
interestrates on loans and the raising of ceilingson deposit interest
rates. The benefitsof this liberalizationwere seen as an improvementin
aggregate
productivity
and as an increase
in the saving rate.
Yet, soon
afterwards
inflationary
pressures
forced the Colombian Government to reverse
itself on the issue of financial liberalizatiDn. In fact, this has been the
pattern of the last 15 years, with efforts to liberalizebeing followedby
financialrepression,usually because of the short-runpressures to fight
inflation.
40.
The combined effects of the 1974 tax and financialreforms on
nominal interest rates of depositswere noticeable. The average interest
rate on easily available assets (saving accountsand UPAC deposits) rose from
9% in 1972 to 21% in 1975. While average after-tax real rates were still
negative on t:heseassets, they were up some 3 percentagepoints from the
1970-72 average (Graph 6). However, the liberalizingtrend waLscut short by
rising inflation as the rates hit the newly establishedceilings. Further
attemptsat capital market liberalizationwere hampered by the Government's
attempts to stem the effects of rising liquidity,producedby the combination
of the rising coffee prices and illegal exports, the inflow of private
capital stimtulated
by the slowdown in devaluation,and the restrictionson
imports. In order to curb inflation,the 1977, stabilizationpackage imposed
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GRAPH 6
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100% marginal reserve requirements
on checking accounts (maintained
until
1980) and foreign currency deposits
(dropped ia 1978 but replaced by much
higher average rates),
and quantitative
restrictions
on direct
foreign
borrowings.
I]na further move to lower liquidity,
foreign exchawnge obtained
from coffee and some other primary exports could only be sold for exchange
certificates
with a six-months maturity.
Finally,
quantitative
controls
on
credit
and limitations
on interest
rates were reimposed.
41.
The negative effect
of these policies
on the financial
sector soon
became apparernt.
As a result
of restrictions
on foreign borrowings,
registered
foreign capital
inflows declined
sharply as a source of credits,
and the ratio of credit from organized markets and external
sources to GDP
fell by nearly 10% as compared to the first
haLf of the seventies.
Average
lending rates rose from 4% to 8% in real terms, while real rates to savers
fell.
A variety
of new financial
instruments
and intermediaries
sprang up
and grew at thie expense of the traditional
financial
sector.
Within the
officially
regulated
financial
sector disintennediation
occurred in favor of
those institutions
and assets temporarily
favored by legislation.
Special
development funds at below market rates became an increasing
fraction
of the
total amount of credit available
to manufacturLng.
Firms with access to such
credit
or to nonregistered
inflows of foreign exchange were able to acquire
less favored firms, increasing
economic concenitration.
42.
Since 1979, some tentative
steps have been taken to liberalize
organized
financial
markets once again, while reducing the extra-bank
market.
First,
the effect
of inflation
on capiLtal gains was fully recognized
for purposes of taxation.
Then, in January 19130, the 100% marginal reserve
requirement
on checking accounts was lowered and the banks and corporaciones
financieras
were allowed to issue C.D's with only a 10% reserve
requirement
and bearing a free interest
rate, while ventas de cartera
were subjected
to
reserve requirements.
In September 1980, the ceiling
interest
rates were
loosened on savings deposits,
and the UPAC sysl:em liabilities
were lowered
in 1981. Further decreases
in the reserve requirements
occurred in February
and May 1982, although this was done by switchiLng the reserve requirement
to
forced investments
in the Banco de la Republica's
development funds.
The aim
of all these measures was to improve the abilit:y
of the organized financial
system to compete with the unorganized
markets for funds and to raise deposit
interest
rates to positive
levels.
43.
Despite the sharp rise in inflation
during the 1970s, aggregate
savings (domestic and foreign)
did not change significantly.
In fact,
the
average ratio of foreign plus domestic savings
to GDP, measured in current
pesos, increased
slightly
from 20.3% in 1967-73 to 21.4% in 1974-79.
The
major source of finance for investment
has continued
to be business
savings,
which accounted for about 52% of total savings in each of the two periods.
However, when compared with business
saving during the 1960s, there was a
decline of approximately
10 percentage
points.
The relative
decrease of
retained
earnings
and business
firms' deprecial:ion
is also reflected
in the
balance sheets of the industrial
corporations,
as discussed
below in
paragraphs
46 and 47.
44.
between
capital

A dramatic
shift in the sources of investment
finance occurred
household savings and capital
inflows.
Between 1967 and 1973,
inflows financed an average of 13.5% of investment
while household
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savings
financed
only 8.1% (equivalent
to less
than 2% of GDP).
After
1973,
household
saving reached
an average
of almost 25% of investment
(equivalent
to nearly
5% of GDP).
Between 1975 and 1979, households
not only financed
all housing
construction
but also contributed
approximately
2% of GDP toward
the financing
of machinery
and nonresidential
construction.
However, between
the two periods
public
sector
savings
declined
slightly,
and Colombia
switched
from a net capital
importer
to a net capital
exporter,
as a result
of the efforts
to reduce
inflation
by curtailing
public
borrowing
and
limiting
private
capital
inflows.
The apparent
rise
in the average
real
interest
rate paid to savers
on easily
available
assets
has been advanced
as
a possible
explanation
for the substantial
increase
in personal
savings.
However, the rate of personal
saving nearly
doubled while the real
return
to
savings
rose by only 3.4%.
Moreover,
the after-tax
real rate
actually
declined
slightly
because
of the rise in taxes on interest
income and
monetary
correction
after
1974.
Thus, the changes
in the real
interest
rate
could probably
explain
a constant
personal
saving rate
in the face of
inflation,
but not much of an increase,
leaving
the rise
in saving rate
to
other
factors,
such as the rise
in unreported
income from illegal
exports
and
the rise
in the inflation
tax (see Volume II,
Chapter
IV for further
discussion).
45.
One way to improve the incentives
to save would be to recognize
the fact that
a large
fraction
of the interest
paid to savers
simply reflects
the maintenance
of the real value of their
capital
and should
not be taxed.
An additional
way to increase
the rate of saving would be to raise
ceilings
on saving deposit
interest
rates
and UPAC monetary
correction,
while reducing
the requirements
for reserves
and forced
investments.
Competition
for the
deposits
with increased
profitability
would then push up the deposit
interest
rates
and increase
personal
saving.
F.

Industrial

Finance:

Problems

and Prospects

46.
Since World War II industrial
financing
has shifted
dramatically
from equity
to debt sources,
as shown in Graph 7, which is based on data from
the Superintendencia
de Sociedades
Anonimas.
The switch
from capital
to
loans as a source of investment
funds was particularly
strong
in the sixties;
it continued
at a reduced
rate
in the seventies.
At the same time,
there
was
a sharp drop in the issuance
of new stock as a source
of finance.
Internal
sources
of funds (retained
earnings
and depreciation)
also declined
as a
source of corporate
funds for investment
from about 50% in 1964-68 to 25% in
the seventies.
This pattern
is evident
for corporations
in all the major
industrial
subsectors--food
processing,
beverages,
textiles
and garments,
basic
metals,
and metal mechanical
industries.
47.
The apparent
shift
toward greater
use of debt financing
is a
tendency
that began in the sixties
and has little
to do with the financial
reforms
of the seventies.
Rather
the shift
reflects
(i) the general
growth
in financial
intermediation
in Colombia;
(ii)
the character
of the firms
reporting
to the Superintendencia
de Sociedades
Anonimas,
i.e.,
firms with
better
than average
access
to lines
of credit
with below-market
rates;
(iii)
the effect
of growing inflation,
which tends to decrease
the relative
cost of
debt finance
because
of the tax system;
i.e.,
the inflation
premium can be
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expensed against taxable income, while the corporationobtains the full
benefit of paying off the loan in depreciatedmoney; (iv) the double taxation
of corporateprofit plus the increased taxationof capital gains in the stock
market in the 1974-77 period following the 1974 Tax Reform;_I and (v) the
underindexingof fixed assets for depreciationpurposes,which leads to an
overstatementof corporate profits and an increased rate of taxation for
equity investors,a problemwhich has been reduced by the recent acceleration
in depreciationallowancesat the cost of introducingother distortions into
the system.
48.
Some progress has been made in reducing the incentivesto use
debt finance by the above-mentionedmeasures regarding capital gains and
depreciation. Further steps could be taken by (i) raising the interest rates
on developmentfunds, thereby reducing this incentiveto debt finance; (ii)
revamping the accountingand tax system to more fully recognize the role of
inflation,for example by allowing firms to expense the present value of
their depreciationallowanceswhile returning these allowancesto something
approximatingthe economiclife of the assets and by requiring firms to treat
a part of their interest costs as capital rather than current expenses. One
simple reform in this directionwould be to allow expensing of capital goods
purchaseswhile eliminatingall interest deductions; (iii) encouraging the
corporacionesfinancierasto experimentwith issuing liabilitiesand credits
bearing a variable interestrate. This rate could be tied to the interest
rates in the secondary CAT market.7 / The variation in the rate should be
limited to prevent liquidity squeezes,but the principal should be adjusted
by the differencebetween the actual rise in the interestrate and the
limit. Such an instrument,which has also been suggestedin other Latin
American countries,would spread risks more equally between borrowerand
lender than any currentlyavailableasset-liabilitycombinationand might
permit more long term financingof industrialproject. At the same time, it
would move toward the principle of expensing only a portion of interest
costs.
49.
The increasingreliance on debt financingby manufacturingfirms
has been accompaniedby a reductionin the average maturity of credit.
Colombianfinancial intermediaries,includingthe corporacionesfinancieras
which are a principalsource of finance for manufacturing,reduced the
average maturity of their credits between 1974 and 1980. Growing relianceon
short-termdebt finance leaves businessfirms vulnerableto rises in interest
rates. An increasein nominal interest rates, for whatever reason, will
increase the debt service proportionatelyto the rise in interestrates.
This will create a liquidity squeeze and increasebankruptciesin the short
run, since neither the price level nor profits will rise proportionatelyas

6/ The problemwas alleviatedin 1979, as taxable capital gains on stocks
were fully indexed to eliminate the effects of inflation,leading to aL
rise in new stock issues in 1979 and 1980.
7/ For a detailed analysisof the current problems faced by the
corporacionesfinancierassee the Bank's forthcomingreport on "The
Colombian InvestmentBanking System and Related Financial Sector Issues".
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fast as interest
rates and debt service.
The problem becomes particularly
acute when initerest
rates rise without an accompanying rise in prices or
credit,
for example because of a rise in foreign interest
rates or the
initiation
of a stabilization
program.
50.
Nominal interest
rates on credit
to manufacturing
have risen
steadily
during the seventies,
at a rate which exceeded the incirease in
inflation
(see Graph 8).
Thus, realized
real interest
rates for
manufacturing
credit averaged about 1% from 1970 to 1975, increasing
to about
5% from 1976 to 1981.
In 1977, 1980, and 1981, average real rates reached
more than 8%. These sharp increases
produced liquidity
squeezes of the type
described
above.
The trend of nominal interest
rates can be largely
explained
by the increased
rate of inflation.
The rise in real rates
reflects
a series of additional
factors,
both external
and internal.
The
most important: are: (i) the rise in real interest
rates in world capital
markets in 19830-81; (ii) the fall in the relative
price of manufactures
between 1974 and 1980, world-wide and in Colombia, which raises
the effective
real interest
rate to borrowers in the manufacturing
sector (the real
interest
rate is computed as the nominal rate deflated
by the inflation
in
the industrial
wholesale price index);
(iii)
the 1977 stabilization
package,
which increased
spreads in local financial
markets by imposing much larger
reserve requirements
and delinked Colombian and world capital
markets by
limiting
direct
foreign borrowing and imposing large reserve requirements
on
foreign currency deposits
in Colombia.
These measures reduced t:he size of
the credit
pool in Colombia and raised the interest
costs sharp:Ly in 1977.
Moreover, they shifted
an increased
fraction
of manufacturing
credit to the
extra-bank
market (up from 23% in 1970-74 to 32% in 1977-79),whiere rates
tend to be higher because of higher costs of intermediation;
(iv) the shift
of the ColombJian Government from a moderate surplus to a large f.-iscal deficit
in 1981; and (v) possible
expectations
of increase
in the rate of devaluation
which increased
the cost of credit
from time to time, especially
in 1981.
51.
This analysis
suggests that one of the ways to bring down real
rates in Colomibia would be to further
ease the restrictions
on foreign
borrowing.
This policy would have to be combined with some liberalization
of
imports and capital
outflows in order to avoid an increase
in domestic
inflation.
In the domestic market the Colombian Government could continue
its program of reducing reserve requirements
and financial
investments
while
freeing up the ceiling
on deposit rates.
This program should increase
the
saving rate somewhat and thereby lower interest
rates on credit by increasing
the pool of loanable
funds.
Again, liberalization
would be necessary
to
minimize the impact on prices.
Finally,
reducing the rate of inflation
would
lower nominal interest
rates and the risk of a sharp devaluation.
Since the
Government deficit is currently
a major factor in the expansion of the money
base, bringingr it under control would have a two pronged effect,
i.e.,
decreasing
inflation
and easing credit
conditions.
52.
The rate of manufacturing
investment
seems to have been affected
by higher real interest
rates,
and the decline in real credit.
According to
DANEfigures,
total manufacturing
investment
fell relative
to growth in value
added by 10% diuring the seventies,
including
1979 (see Volume II Chapter
III).
The drop in manufacturing
investment
in 1980-81 should probably be
attributed
more to the declines
in aggregate demand than a decli ne in
investment
directly
caused by high real interest
rates.
The firms reporting
to the Superintendencia
de Sociedades Anonimas also reduced thei.r real
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investments,
while they increased
their financial
investments
at: the same
time (see Graph 7).
The reporting
firms, larger and better organized,
probably had easier access to below-market
credit sources--FFI,
FIP,
PROEXPO--and to external
loans, (direct
and through the corporaciones).
These firms then assumed the role of financial
intermediaries
and relent
such
funds,
either
indirectly,
through other internediaries
and the extra bank
market, or directly
to less favored firms.
53.
This analysis
points to a major issue in Colombian i.ndustrial
finance--the
impact of the growth of the two-tiered
credit market.
Focussing
on average real interest
rates alone hides the impact of the rapid growth of
development credits,
which accounted for 38% oE manufacturing
credits
on the
organized market in 1978-80 versus 34% in 1974-76.
These credits
are
obtained at 24 to 30 percentage
points below market rates and of'ten less than
the rate of inflation.
Firms without access to those funds suff ered because
of higher credit
costs; they were subject to takeover threats
from those
using credit at preferential
rates,
thus increasing
industrial
concentration.
Attempts have been made to limit the use of development credit
in
takeover bids, but like most attempts
at allocating
credit,
these are likely
to fail because credit is too easily shifted
from one use to another.
A
strategy
which is likely to be more successful
would be to reduce the role of
development fu:nd credits
by reducing the forced investment
requirements,
by
raising
ceilings
on deposit rates,
and by raising
the interest
rates on
development credit--possibly
by linking
them to the CD or UPAC rate.
The net
effect of this strategy
would be to decrease s'harply the interest
rate spread
between the free market and the development credits
by lowering the former
and raising
the latter.
IV.

INDUSTRIALSECTOR DEVELOPMENTSAND SPECIFIC ISSUES

54.
Improving external
trade incentives
and liberalizing
t:he financial
system should contribute
to improve efficiency
in manufacturing,
but it may
not be sufficient
to ensure future expansion and competitiveness.
Better use
of the factors
of production
remains crucial
to achieve the major aims of
industrial
policy: growth in output, employment and exports.
As a consequence, the mission has paid special attention
to recent developments
in
capital
formation of the manufacturing
sector,
the role it played in the
expansion and modernization
of various activities
and the impact it had on
improving labor productivity.
At the same time, some attempts wrere made to
examine the retlationship
between changes in labor productivity
and wages in
order to evaluate
the state of Colombian industry's
internationaLl
competiof the significance
of the intertiveness.
To obtain a better understanding
action between foreign trade and financial
policies
on the one hand and
two subsectors
were examined in detail,
industrial
development on the other,
textiles
and metal-mechanical
industries.
Firms in both sectors have been
actively
exporting
for years, but they have also experienced
inc:reasing
difficulties
import competition.
In addition,
both sectors have encountered
and investment.
in financing
working capital
G.

Investment.,

55.
formation

Productivity,

Wages and International

Competitiveness

Witbt the exception of a slight
decline in the late 1950s, capital
in construction,
machinery and equipment has remained fairly
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constant in terms of gross domesticoutput,making up roughly a fifth of
GDP. On the other hand, incrementalcapital-outputratios fell from over 4
in the 1950s to less than 3 in the early 1970s, and increased to 3.5 by the
end of the last decade. With the declines in the ratio of gross investment
to value added from 15% to 13% of GDP and a growth rate of value added
averaging 6% p.a., the realizedmarginal capital output ratio in manufacturing fell from 2.3 to 2.0 between the sixties and seventies. Similar to a
slight deteriorationin the economy as a whole, average efficiencyof investment in manufacturingseems to have fallen in the late 1970s, with a definite
turn for the worse in the early 1980s.
56.
Growth of employmentand average labor productivityin manufacturing have fluctuatedsubstantially. During the rather capital intensive
period of the 1960s, labor productivity(value added per worker) advancedby
nearly 5% p.a. It fell in the early 1970s, as large employmentgains
accompanieda rather constantrate of capital formation. Average labor
productivityrecovered slowly after 1975, and surpassedthe 1971-72 level in
1979-80. Individualbranchesexperiencedquite differentdevelopments.
Gains were strong in the capital goods sector but rather small in the
consumergoods industries. The developmentof intermediateindustrialgoods
actuallysuffered from a decline in labor productivity,after advanceshad
been made earlier in the decade.
57.
The pattern and sectoraldistributionof labor productivitychanges
during the last few years indicate two factors which have exerted a major
influence:increasedimports of capital goods and some technical innovations
in nationalindustry. During the first part of the last decade, capital
goods imports,which embody a large part of new technology,were stagnantand
reached a low in 1975. Since 1976, however, an increasingamount of capital
goods has entered the country,with growth rates averaging 20% per year.
Many of these imports have been purchased in connectionwith global licenses,
and it can be asserted that the installationof these capital goods led toc
new productionprocesseswhich entailedsubstantiallabor productivity
increases. Those innovationsand some restructuringof national industry
would seem to be behind the increaseddifferencebetween the actual and
potentialgrowth of value added in manufacturing,attributableonly to
increasesof capital and labor inputs. The unexplained"residual"increased
from about 16% of growth in the late 1960s and early 1970s to 28% after 1975,
indicatingacceleratingtechnologicalprogress in the manufacturingsector
during the past 10 years. The policy implicationsfrom these findingswould
be to have confidencein the increasingability of Colombia'sindustrial
sector to compete internationally,
providedlabor legislationis simplified,
financialrepressionis overcome,and adequateexport incentivesare
maintained.
58.
While average real wages followed the trend in labor productivity
in the manufacturingsector,Graph 9 shows that cuts in industrialwages
during 1970-74were deeper and gains between 1975 and 1980 were lagging
behind productivityincreases,indicatingthat entrepreneurswere able to
capture a significantpart of productivityincreasesin the late 1970s.
However, some fringe benefits not includedin the data may have increased
faster than wages during the last few years. The principal factor in this
rise has been the change in the treatmentof the cesantia. According to
current Colombianlabor law, on terminationof his contract a worker is
entitled to one month's salary at his currentwage rate for each year of his
service. Any employedworker may draw against this claim for certain
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"investment" expenses, e.g., purchase or repair of housing, with the balance
earning interest at 12%. Thus, while the firms were previously able to use
their reserves for cesantias for working capital purposes, currently theY
have to annually index their contribution and stand ready to make interest
free loans out of these funds. This change has raised the effective costs
of labor and may have contributed to the substitution of capital for labor,
which occurred during most of the second half of the 1970s in medium and
large enterprises. At this point in time, no estimates have been made about
the impact of the new treatment of the cesantia on labor costs, on the
possible substitution between capital and labor, on capital formation in
manufacturing, and on the growth of new firms. Such a study should have
priority for future policy making in the industrial sector.
59.
Did the increases in real unit labor costs jeopardize Colombia's
international competitiveness in the production of more labor and skill
intensive goods? Available information from two different sets of exporting
industries--clothing and footwear on the one side and machinery and transport
equipment on the other--indicate a radically different development of labor
productivity and real wages within the manufacturing sector. Labor
productivity in machinery and transport equipment production advanced rapidly
during each year of the 1970s, while real wages moved close to the industrial
average, falling between 1972 and 1977 and rising steeply thereafter. In
contrast, the clothing and footwear industries suffered from declines in
labor productivity between 1972 and 1976 and recovered only in the late
1970s. Real wages fell simultaneously but less than labor productivity up to
1977, and increased by over 10% per year between 1978 and 1980. In
comparison to other countries competing with Colombian apparel in world
markets, two observations can be made. Until 1977, labor productivity
increased faster in East Asian garment factories than in Colombian firms, but
so did wages. By 1980 Colombia's wages had caught up with them. On the
other hand, increasing imports of relatively low priced fabrics decreasecLthe
costs and raised the quality of the industry's most important input. It
would seem then that a more favorable export incentive framework should halve
enabled Colombia's clothing firms to expand sales abroad rather than to
retrench. In sum, during the last decade the skill intensive sectors seemed
to have increased their competitiveness substantially. The traditional labor
intensive branches did less well, but their international competitiveness was
maintained by open and some inadvertent import liberalization.
H.

Textiles and the Problem of Import Liberalization

60.
The textile industry, which is still the largest manufacturing
subsector, experienced its most rapid growth during the 1930s and 1940s. In
the 1950s, Colombia had the most advanced textile industries in Latin
America, and by 1967, it seized the opportunities offered by an active export
incentive program. Textile exports rose from US$17 million in 1968 to close
to US$100 million in 1974. Since 1975 however, exports have stagnated. For
some time, textile producers continued to do quite well by concentrating on
the highly protected domestic market, but it appears that, with the
slackening of the export drive, the industry felt less compelled to invest
and innovate. By the end of the decade the Colombian textile industry, wAich
had been internationally competitive for over two decades, was faced with a
growing wave of illegal imports, which are estimated to have captured
slightly over 20% of domestic consumption. The ready market for the
contraband is explained by the fact that the international prices of textiles
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are well below the domestic level, the quality,design and styling of
importedgoods is usually superior,and goods a-reoffered at convenient
credit terms, which the domesticproducerscannot afford to extend because of
credit restrictionsand relativelyhigh cost of working capital.
61.
How is it possible for the Colombian textile industry to export 10%
of productionand not be able to compete effectivelywith foreign producers
in the domesticmarket? Several facts explain that seemingly contradictory
behavior. While Colombia is selling mainly yarn and grey goods abroad, at
home firms sel:la great variety of textilegoods, which are producedin short
runs. High tariff and nontariffprotectionhas made it possible for
Colombia'stextile industryto use discriminatorypricing policy for those
products selling in the two markets. In 1981, imports of textile products
were subject to duties averaging26% for syntheticfibers to 40% for spun
yarn and 70% for textile fabrics. More importantly,the Government attempted
to regulatethe flow of imports by limitingthe number of import licenses,
based on historic trends in the sector and loca.lprices. As a consequence,
official imports have remained insignificant,a.ccounting
for less than 5% of
domestic consumptionduring most recent years. That type of protectionhas
allowed companiesnot only to charge between 40% and 100% more in domestic
than in internationalmarkets,but also leading to price increaseswhich were
50% above Colombia'sgeneral rate of inflation (Graph 10).
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62.
Over the last 20 years, one of the crucial problems of the textile
firm has been the relatively slow growth of labor productivity at the same
time as labor costs have gone up vis-a-vis international competitors.
Studies undertaken by the Economic Commission for Latin America have shown
that, in 1960-62, the cost of producing 100 yards of cotton cloth in Colombia
was only 6% above producing the same cloth in the U.S. and between 25% and
30% above Japanese costs.8 / During that time labor productivity in the
Colombian textile industry, although reaching only 60% of the US counterpart,
was the highest of all textile industries in Latin America and most other
developing countries. In 1979, overall productivity of the Colombian textile
industry had fallen to about one-third of that in the U.S., with labor costs
per unit of output being marginally higher in Colombia than in the U.S.,
despite the large wage differential.
At the same time, Colombia's labor
costs were considerably higher than in several leading textile exporting
countries such as Taiwan, Hong Kong and South Korea. During the late 1970s,
Colombia had only lower labor costs per unit of output than the EEC
countries, since the hourly cost of labor in the EEC was about 20% higher
than in the U.S., while productivity was marginally lower.
63.
Behind this relative decline in labor productivity and increase in
production costs are two aspects: lagging investment and fixed labor costs.
The combination of generous export incentives and a rapidly expanding
domestic market led to a rather complacent investment policy in a world
environment that went through dramatic technological changes in the
production of textile fabrics during the 1960s and 1970s. The Colombian
firms are now engaged in large outlays for new investment. Labor and other
costs have, however, remained high, not so much as a consequence of high wage
payments, but more because of the inability to rapidly adjust the size of the
labor force to the new technological requirements of the production process.
Most of the interviewed managers claim that they can operate successfully
with about 20% less labor, but as normal attrition is about 2% per annum, it
would take at least ten years to adjust the labor force in relation to the
machinery already in place.
64.
In 1981, an important part of the Colombian textile industry seemed
to be fully engaged in modernizing its production process. It is estimated
that currently about 25% of all equipment in the textile industry is less
than five years old, and 50% is less than ten years old. As the volume of
production increased only moderately (11%) since 1973, it appears that most
of the machinery and parts have been imported for replacement and
modernization of the existing equipment. While historically imports of
textile machinery have been running at about 2.5% in relation to the value of
production, the rate has increased recently, especially after 1978 when
imports of used machinery were banned by the Government, and new machinery
was allowed a faster (six years) depreciation. For example, investment of
the largest firm increased from 6.3% of sales in 1978 to 11.2% in 1979 and
18.6% in 1980, for a total of Col$3.7 billion. The same firm is planning to
invest about Col$9.1 billion in the 1978-82 period, or more than twice the
current (1980) equity. Investments in machinery and equipment of the second

8/

United Nations, Economic Commission for Latin America, La Industria
Textil en America Latina, Vol. III, Colombia (New York: U.N., 1964).
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most important firm amounted to Col$700 million
in 1979-80 and further
expenditures
of Col$450 million for raising
equity.
The rate of capital
investment
for some of the smaller companies is of the same order.
In terms
of textile
machinery purchases in relation
to the volume of fiber consumed at
the mill level,
Colombia now compares favorably with the U.S.
65.
With sales revenues declining
or at best being stagnant and outlays
for both capital
and labor increasing,
it is no surprise
to see a sharp
decline in the profitability
of the larger firms in the textile
industry
over
the last few years.
Smaller companies seem to have fared better,
although
their "official"
financial
performance does not seem to have been significantly superior
to the large competitors.
In general,
smaller companies
benefitted
from lower labor costs (nonunionized
labor),
lower overheads,
lower inventories
and a greater
flexibility
to counteract
illegal
imports.
The smaller companies also seemed to be in a better position
to cope with the
recent credit restrictions
as owners' capital
was supplemented iwith
directors'
loans.
66.
While there is a measure of agreement regarding
the large volume of
illegal
textiLe
imports entering
Colombia, explanations
of how t:hese goods
are brought into the country
and sold in the domestic market diLffer widely.
Conventional
wisdom holds that profits
from illegal
drug exports to the U.S.
are repatriated
in the form of consumer goods, textiles
being the favorite
item, because the origin of textile
fabrics
is nearly impossible
to
identify.
On the other hand, many people in the textile
industry
believe
that most of the illegal
fabrics
come in on reused licenses
granted by
INCOMEX. As a consequence,
the industry
has been pressing
the Government to
put most textlile
items on the "prohibited"
list,
which was achieved in early
1982. While a good part of the illegal
imports may be residuals
of large
runs produced by the American textile
industry,
with some of them being
possibly
sold at "dumping" prices,
import prohibition
is unlikel]y to stop
smuggling; but it will probably raise prices.
Moreover, it is increasing
the market power of domestic companies in those lines which are most in need
of foreign competition.
Since the Colombian textile
industry
is well
established
anid has proven recently
that it is able to modernize and
streamline
its operations,
the usefulness
of the recent protectionist
moves
is questionable.
67.
If the authorities
officially
lowered tariffs
and lifted
import
quota restrictions,
a large part of contraband would probably shift to legal
trade,
actuall]y raising
tariff
revenues as well as income taxes,
The following additional.
measures could be implemented to help the restructuring
process of that iLndustry.
First,
antidumping measures can be undertaken,
if a
large amount of legally
imported textiles
are sold below world prices.
Second, the modernization
and restructuring
process requires
not: only new
investment
capital
but also increased
working capital.
If firms are able to
borrow part of that capital
from abroad, it should not be curtailed
merely
because it potentially
inflates
the domestic money supply; this could be
avoided by a policy of favoring
import liberalization
in general.
Third,
labor legislation
regarding
fringe benefits
should be reviewed carefully.
Besides the fact that the level and inflexibility
of real wages may have put
Colombia's textile
industry
in an uncompetitive
position,
the changes in the
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cesantiahave led to a financialburden at a time where working capital is
both relativelyscarce and expensive.
Faced with a de-facto liberalizationof trade, the industryhas
68.
been forced to take steps to raise its productivity. Analysis of production
methods, costs and prices in the textile sector leads to the conclusionsthat
the modernizationprocess is well underway. In the past, Colombia'slarge
textile firms produced relativelysmall amounts of a vast array of different
products,which involvedfrequent changeoversfrom one pattern to another.
To be able to use its new equipmentto maximum effect, however, industrywill
need to concentrateon a limited number of items which are produced in large
quantity for exports as well as for the domesticmarket. At the same time,
textile producers should be working more closely togetherwith clothing
manufacturesto take advantageof export incentivesfor a final product which
still enjoys considerablesuccess in foreign markets.
I. The Metal-MechanicalIndustries
69.
Metal-mechanicalindustriesare a good example of a sector where
Colombiahas a considerablecomparativeadvantage,which, if correctly stimulated, could lead to vigorous growth. Many metal-mechanicalindustries
require high inputs of skilled labor, a resourcewhich is both relatively
inexpensiveand plentiful in that sector. There have been periods when
Colombiaseemed to fulfill the expectationsplaced in its metal-mechanical
industries. Between 1967 and 1975, during a period of rapid economic growth,
these industrieswere able to increasetheir share of manufacturingvalue
added from 13.3% to 18.4%. Since then, however, the industryhas fallen
short of its potential. By 1979, the share of metal-mechanicalindustries'
fell back to 17.6% of manufacturingvalue added, and it is estimated thal the
share has contracted
further
to 16.4% in 1980. This compares with a 29%
the same level of
at approximately
share in other medium-sized countries
developmentas Colombia.
70.
Colombianimport substitutionfirst took place in consumerand then
in intermediategoods industries. Several governmentstended to regard
imports of capital goods as the most beneficialkind of imports. When, in
the wake of the coffee boom, imports were liberalizedto combat inflation,
the tariff on several capital goods was lowered to 5%. Duties on capital
goods imports by the mining and petroleumindustrieswere abolished
altogether. Even where nominal tariffs remain high, the effective tariff'on
capital goods is often lowered through the system of global licenses,under
which a general,usually low tariff is applied to all componentsof an
investmentproject. While effectiveprotectionfor most capital goods
averages 40% according to the tariff schedules,in practice the exemptions
and special licenseshave often resultedin negativeprotectionfor capital
goods industries. Producers have to import componentson which duties were
levied, whereas they have to compete with importedfinal products on which
little or no duties were paid. Agriculturalmachinery for instance,which is
an importantproduct of the metal-mechanicalindustry,was found to have an
effectiveprotectionof -20% in 1980-81. The effectiveprotectionfor equipment imports by the mining industry(which includescement) is -21% and f'or
the petroleum industry-23%. Many types of metal-workingmachinery as well
as industriallinks have negative effectiveprotection. Similarly,purchases
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by the Governmentand public agenciesare exempt from import dutLes which
results in negative effectiveprotectionfor a substantialpart of the market
for capital goods. For electricalequipment,such as controlsand transformers bought by Governmentagencies,the effectiveprotection is -26% and
-32% respectively. For telephoneequipment,another area where the
Governmentconstitutesthe bulk of the market, effective protectionfor
domestic producers turned out to be between -12% (for telephones)and -26%
(for switchboards). It is importantto adjust the tariffs and to remove the
numerous special incentives for imports of capital goods, in order to put

effectiveprotectionat about equal level with other industrialproducts.
71.
Purc'hases
by the Governmentand its a'genciesare estimatedto equal
about 15% of t'hevalue of Colmbianindustrialproduction. For some products,
such as electricaland telecommunications
equipiment,
as well as road
maintenance and railroadequipment,the Governmentholds a virtual
monopsony. For others, such as office equipmentor steel structures,it
constitutesa significantpart of the market. The Government, t'hrough
its
purchases, could therefore become an important factor in stimulating the
development of a capital goods industry. This potential is not being used.
On the contrary, there is a bias against local suppliers on the part of the
Government. This bias manifests itself in various ways. For one, Colombian
firms are usually not large enough to handle major projects by themselves,
even though they could do so, if a large
project
were broken down into
components..
For reasons
of administrative
simplicity,
however,
government
agencies
prefer
to deal with one supplier
or contractor
which removes
Colombian
firms from competition
for such large
contracts.
Some cost-benefit
analysis
will be required
in the future
to explore
alternative
ways of buying
equipment
for miajor public
projects.
72.
For capital
goods the financing
which can be offered
by a supplier
is often
a decisive
factor
in the buying decision.
Foreign products sold in
Colombia are particularly
favored
in this regard,
since
they are frequently
supported
by special
export
credits. Colombian manufacturers, by contrast,
far from being able to offer
generous
financing
terms to their
clients,
were
suffering
from a credit
squeeze.
As a result,
sales
were lost to imports,
even in cases where the domestic
product
would have been cheaper.
Colombian
firms who successfully
sell
their
products
in foreign
markets--where
they are
supported
by PROEXPO credits--had
difficulties
in competing
in the domestic
market
because
they were unable to finance
theLr sales.
In one case,
a major
producer
of capital
goods had set up a subsidiary
in Venezuela
from which he
supplies
the Colombian market with the help of Venezuelan
export
credits.
The firUL'sColombian production facilities concentrate on exports. The
survey cofa sample of metal-mechanical industries established clearly that
lack of sales financing was regarded as the single most important obstacle to
more rapid development.
73.
There have been attempts in the past to provide sales financing to
Colombian producers of capital goods; however, the amounts were insignificant
comparecLto producers' needs, and the procedures involved were inordinately
complicated. On September 30, 1981, the Central Bank issued a resolution
which sets a fixed interest rate of 26% on credit granted for the purchase of
domestically produced capital goods. These credits have three year terms; up
to 80% can be rediscounted. Compared to the carrent cost of furLdsin
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Colombianlending markets,26% p.a. constitutesa subsidy which could put the
sales of capital goods in the domesticmarket on equal footing with exports.
On the other hand, these measures introducestill another distortioninto the
credit markets. Further study is needed to assess benefits and costs of this
measure.
74.
In general,metal-mechanicalenterprisesin Colombia employ
technologieswhich do not offer significanteconomiesof scale. Most firms
prefer labor intensiveproductionmethods,which allow them to expand or
contractwith the market. The industrywas thereforenot pushed into
exports,because of the need to achieve more efficient scales of production.
In most firms, exports were made when opportunitiesopened up, and were
abandonedeither because the Peso revaluationsince 1975 made them
uncompetitiveor because recessionsin Venezuelaand Peru cut off the
market. The firms in questionappeared to weather these fluctuationsin
exports without undue problems. However, the future expansion of the
subsectorwill increasinglydepend on provision of a stable incentive
frameworkfor both exports and imports,facilitatinginvestmentand
productiondecisions for the firms involved.

